Macromolecules are transported between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm of eukaryotic cells through nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). Large (more than Ϸ40 kDa) transport cargoes imported into the nucleus typically form a complex with at least one soluble transport cofactor of the importin (Imp) ␤ superfamily. Many cargoes require an accessory cofactor, Imp ␣, which binds to Imp ␤ and to the nuclear localization sequence on the cargo. We previously reported the use of narrow-field epifluorescence microscopy to directly monitor cargoes in transit through NPCs in permeabilized cells. We now report an expanded approach in which singlemolecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is used to detect the disassembly of Imp ␣/cargo complexes as they transit through NPCs. We found that CAS, the recycling cofactor for Imp ␣, and RanGTP are essential for this dissociation process. After Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation, most Imp ␣ and cargo molecules entered the nucleoplasm. In contrast, the majority of Imp ␣/cargo complexes that did not dissociate at the NPC in the presence of CAS and RanGTP returned to the cytoplasm. These data are consistent with a model in which Imp ␣/cargo complexes are dissociated on the nucleoplasmic side of the NPC, and this dissociation requires both CAS and RanGTP.
Macromolecules are transported between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm of eukaryotic cells through nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). Large (more than Ϸ40 kDa) transport cargoes imported into the nucleus typically form a complex with at least one soluble transport cofactor of the importin (Imp) ␤ superfamily. Many cargoes require an accessory cofactor, Imp ␣, which binds to Imp ␤ and to the nuclear localization sequence on the cargo. We previously reported the use of narrow-field epifluorescence microscopy to directly monitor cargoes in transit through NPCs in permeabilized cells. We now report an expanded approach in which singlemolecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is used to detect the disassembly of Imp ␣/cargo complexes as they transit through NPCs. We found that CAS, the recycling cofactor for Imp ␣, and RanGTP are essential for this dissociation process. After Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation, most Imp ␣ and cargo molecules entered the nucleoplasm. In contrast, the majority of Imp ␣/cargo complexes that did not dissociate at the NPC in the presence of CAS and RanGTP returned to the cytoplasm. These data are consistent with a model in which Imp ␣/cargo complexes are dissociated on the nucleoplasmic side of the NPC, and this dissociation requires both CAS and RanGTP.
FRET ͉ nuclear transport ͉ single-molecule fluorescence N uclear pore complexes (NPCs) mediate the bidirectional transport of proteins and RNAs across the doublemembrane nuclear envelope (NE) of eukaryotic cells. They are comprised of Ϸ30 different nuclear pore proteins (Nups), each present in an integer multiple of eight copies (1) (2) (3) . The pore itself is Ϸ90 nm long and is Ϸ50 nm wide at its narrowest point. Flexible filaments extend out from the pore Ϸ50 nm into the cytoplasm, and a basket structure extends Ϸ75 nm into the nucleoplasm (1, 4) . The pore is filled by natively unfolded (disordered) and highly flexible protein structures containing thousands of phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeat motifs (3, (5) (6) (7) (8) . This FG-network provides a selectivity filter, allowing small molecules (less than Ϸ20-40 kDa) to diffuse through and rejecting most larger molecules. Larger molecules (up to Ϸ25 MDa) penetrate the FG-network with the assistance of transport receptors of the importin (Imp) ␤ superfamily, which directly interact with the FG repeats (9) (10) (11) . Import complexes consisting of Imp ␤, Imp ␣, and cargo are dissociated after transport by RanGTP, the GTP-bound form of the G protein Ran (12) . Imp ␤ is recycled to the cytoplasm in a complex with RanGTP, and Imp ␣ is recycled in a complex with CAS and RanGTP. Activation of the Ran GTPase by the cytoplasmically located RanGAP frees Imp ␤ and Imp ␣ for another round of cargo transport (13-15; for recent reviews, see refs. 9-11).
Numerous mechanisms of Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation have been proposed. One possibility is that Imp ␣/cargo complexes dissociate spontaneously, and an autoinhibitory sequence in the N-terminal Imp ␤ binding domain of Imp ␣ inhibits cargo rebinding (16) (17) (18) . Spontaneous dissociation could occur in Ͻ1 s, assuming a diffusion-limited second-order binding constant (Ͼ10 8 M Ϫ1 ⅐s Ϫ1 ) and a K D of Ϸ40 nM (19, 20) . Although potentially fast, this mechanism is unlikely to function during transport events that occur on the 1-to 10-ms time scale (21) . In a bead binding assay, the mean dissociation time was much longer ( ϭ Ϸ9 min) (16) , although this was probably due, at least in part, to a high avidity. According to a second model, binding of a CAS/RanGTP complex to Imp ␣ promotes dissociation of the Imp ␣/cargo complex (15, 16, 22) . In principle, this mechanism could function within the NPC or within the nucleoplasm. According to a third mechanism, NUP50 (Nup2p in yeast), a nuclear pore protein, promotes dissociation of the Imp ␣/cargo complex (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Because NUP50 is located on the nuclear basket, this model predicts that the Imp ␣/cargo dissociation event occurs near the end of cargo translocation through the NPC. CAS and RanGTP could also function with NUP50 to promote Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation at the NPC.
To distinguish between the above Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation mechanisms, we expanded the previously developed single-molecule narrow-field epifluorescence approach (21, 28, 29) to measure FRET between the individual protein components of Imp ␣/cargo complexes. The major advantage of this approach is the ability to monitor the position and oligomerization state of Imp ␣ and the cargo during real time trafficking of these molecules through intact NPCs. Nucleocytoplasmic transport is inherently a nonequilibrium process, and thus, as we show, these measurements can identify a kinetically stable species that is not readily predicted from equilibrium affinity constants.
Results and Discussion
Simultaneous Detection of Position and Oligomerization State of Imp ␣1 and Cargo. In earlier work, we used narrow-field epifluorescence microscopy to visualize the transport of individual cargo molecules thorough NPCs in permeabilized HeLa cells (21, 28, 29) . Here, we have labeled the four solvent accessible cysteines of human Imp ␣1 and the model cargo NLS-2xGFP(4C) with Alexa Fluor 568 (donor dye) or Alexa Fluor 647 (acceptor dye). Control experiments indicated that the Imp ␣1/cargo binding affinity and the NPC interaction time of the cargo were minimally affected by the presence of fluorescent dyes on Imp ␣1; the cargo interaction frequency was not affected [supporting information (SI) Fig. S1 ]. The basic assumption of our approach was that if Imp ␣1 and the cargo were bound together in a complex, the donor and acceptor dyes would be sufficiently close such that FRET would be observed. When they dissociated, the FRET signal would be lost. This assumption is supported by the use of FRET to determine binding affinity (Fig. S1) . A typical singlemolecule transport event is shown in Fig. 1A and Movie S1. The fluorescence signals of the donor and acceptor dyes were visualized simultaneously by splitting the fluorescence emission with a dichroic filter onto two opposite halves of the same camera. Upon illumination at 568 nm, the fluorescence emission from the acceptor dyes (on the cargo) was initially observed at the same location as the fluorescence emission from the donor dyes (on Imp ␣1), consistent with the presence of an Imp ␣1/cargo complex (Fig. 1B) . The FRET efficiency was 50 Ϯ 9% (Fig. S2) . The acceptor signal was subsequently lost with a concomitant enhancement of the donor signal (Fig. 1C) , consistent with the dissociation of cargo from the Imp ␣1 molecule. The donor signal was lost after the Imp ␣1 molecule had moved away from the NPC (Fig. 1B) , consistent with diffusion out of the focal plane. The photobleaching time of the labeled Imp ␣1 and cargo molecules under these conditions was Ͼ140 ms (Materials and Methods). Thus, the loss of fluorescence was not due to photobleaching for the vast majority of the observed events.
Kinetics of Imp ␣1/Cargo Complex Dissociation. By simultaneously detecting FRET and the position of the detectable particles, we determined whether dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes occurred at the NPC and where the molecule with the donor dyes went after complex dissociation at the NPC. When an Imp ␣1 molecule that was originally part of an Imp ␣1/cargo complex entered the nucleus alone, the following three distinct states were directly identified: (A) the Imp ␣1/cargo complex bound to the NPC; (B) cargo-free Imp ␣1 bound to the NPC; and (C) cargo-free Imp ␣1 that had dissociated from the NPC. By synchronizing the dissociation kinetics for many single-molecule events to the time point at which Imp ␣1/cargo complexes bound to the NPC, pseudo-first-order rate constants were determined for the A 3 B 3 C process by global-fitting the fraction of each species present as a function of time. At 0.5 M Imp ␤ and 1.3 M CAS, 1 (A 3 B) was 6.7 Ϯ 0.3 ms and 2 (B 3 C) was 2.7 Ϯ 0.8 ms (Fig. 1D) . A similar picture was obtained when the donor and acceptor dye positions were switched, although the cargo appears to exit the NPC first, Ϸ2-fold faster than Imp ␣1 (Fig. S3 ).
Influence of CAS on Imp ␣1/Cargo Complex Dissociation Efficiency at the NPC. Dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes depended strongly on the CAS concentration. In the absence of CAS, 0% of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes dissociated at the NPC, and 55 Ϯ 4% entered the nucleus, in agreement with the results in ref. 21 . In contrast, in the presence of 1.3 M CAS, Ϸ60% of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes dissociated at the NPC ( Fig. 2A and Table S1 ). The total transport efficiencies of the cargo (52 Ϯ 2%) and Imp ␣1 (53 Ϯ 2%) in the presence of 1.3 M CAS were identical (within error) to that observed in the absence of CAS. However, an asymmetry developed in the presence of 1.3 M CAS. The majority of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes that did not dissociate at the NPC returned to the cytoplasm (82-83%). In contrast, for the majority of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes that did dissociate at the NPC, the molecule with the donor dyes went into the nucleoplasm (75-81%) ( Fig. 2 A and Table S1 ). The results were similar when the donor and acceptor dye positions were switched ( Fig.  2 A and Table S1); the minor differences observed may result from the differences in the concentrations necessary to detect single molecules (Materials and Methods). Based on the Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation efficiency as a function of the CAS concentration, CAS binds to the NPC with an apparent K D of 16 Ϯ 3 nM (Fig. 2B ). This fairly strong affinity does not exclude the possibility that there may be other lower affinity CAS binding sites within the FG-network. The total transport efficiency of Imp ␣1 and the cargo were not affected by the CAS concentration (Fig. 2C) . Using fluorescent CAS, we estimated the NPC interaction time for CAS as 28 Ϯ 1 ms (Fig. 2D) . Because the CAS binding experiments were performed in the absence of exogeneous cargo and Imp ␣1, and the photobleaching time of CAS under these conditions was Ͼ140 ms (Materials and Methods), CAS does not bind to the NPC and wait for an Imp ␣1/cargo complex before dissociating.
Influence of RanGTP on Imp ␣1/Cargo Complex Dissociation Efficiency at the NPC. The dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes at the NPC required RanGTP ( Table 1 ). The Ϸ4-fold longer NPC interaction times observed for the cargo in the absence of exogeneous RanGTP are consistent with the hypothesis that RanGTP is required to dissociate Imp ␤1 from the Imp ␤1/Imp ␣1/cargo complex. The residual RanGTP retained in permeabilized cells was likely sufficient to dissociate Imp ␤1 from the Imp ␤1/Imp ␣1/cargo complex (albeit at a lower rate). Rigorous depletion of RanGTP by chemical treatment (28) or preincubation with import complexes (data not shown) leads to longer cargo interaction times. In contrast, the residual RanGTP was insufficient to promote the dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes in the presence of CAS (dissociation efficiency Յ1%, Table 1 ). Thus, we conclude that RanGTP is required to promote Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation at the NPC. As expected, the absence of both CAS and RanGTP yielded a low Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation efficiency (0%) and a long cargo interaction time (Ϸ28 ms) (Table S2 ).
CAS Localization Bias in the NPC Can Explain the Imp ␣1 and Cargo Exit
Bias After Complex Dissociation. Why did most Imp ␣1/cargo complexes that did not dissociate at the NPC return to the cytoplasm, and why did most of the individual components from dissociated complexes enter the nucleoplasm (Fig. 2 A) ? One explanation is that Imp ␣1/cargo complexes randomly diffused within the FG-network that occludes the pore and that complexes could only be dissociated at or near the nucleoplasmic exit side of the NPC. According to this picture, complexes that randomly exited on the nucleoplasmic side of the NPC would be preferentially dissociated. We estimated where the dissociation events occurred by determining the last point in each particle trajectory at which FRET was observed. For both entry and abortive transport events, Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation appeared to preferentially occur Ϸ76-87 nm from the NE on the nucleoplasmic side (Figs. 3 A and B) . Because CAS was required for Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation at the NPC, one explanation for an asymmetric dissociation profile is that CAS asymmetrically distributes within the NPC. Single molecule localization measurements indicated that CAS spends Ϸ74% of its interaction time with the NPC on the nucleoplasmic side (Fig.  3C ). This localization bias for CAS can largely explain the Ϸ80% nucleoplasmic exit bias for cargo and Imp ␣1 after dissociation within the NPC (Fig. 2 A) .
Effect of 25% Glycerol. For most of the experiments reported here, 25% glycerol was added to the transport buffer to reduce the bulk diffusion within the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic com- The Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation efficiency (apparent KD ϭ 16 Ϯ 3 nM; fit to black data only) (B) and total transport efficiency (C) dependence on the CAS concentration. Black, donor dyes on Imp ␣1, 25% glycerol in buffer; red, donor dyes on the cargo, 25% glycerol in buffer; green, donor dyes on Imp ␣1, no glycerol in buffer. partments. In the presence of 25% glycerol, the originating and destination compartment of the tracked molecule was identified for approximately one-third of the interaction events, as reported in ref. 21 . Because glycerol could potentially interfere with NPC function [e.g., like other aliphatic alcohols (30, 31)], some experiments were repeated in the absence of glycerol. The results were the same (within errors) in the presence and absence of glycerol. Specifically, the CAS induced escape asymmetry, the CAS dependence of the dissociation efficiency, and the CAS dependence of the total transport efficiency were similar under both conditions, as shown in Table S1 and Fig. 2 B and C, respectively. Likewise, the last location at which FRET was observed ( Fig. 3 A and B) and the effect of exogeneous RanGTP on transport efficiency and dissociation efficiency (Table 1) were unchanged under these conditions. Therefore, we conclude that our results are not artifacts of the high glycerol concentration. In the absence of glycerol, the originating and destination compartment of the tracked molecule was identified for approximately one-sixth of the interaction events.
Fit equation for B: DE ϭ DE max ϫ [CAS]/(KD ϩ [CAS]). (D) Histogram of NPC interaction times for CAS ( ϭ 28 Ϯ 1 ms; n ϭ 164). [Alexa Fluor 647-CAS]
Imp ␣1 Interaction with NUP50. Numerous groups have postulated that NUP50 (Nup2p) catalyzes Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation when it reaches the nuclear basket region of the NPC (16, (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . In control experiments, Ϸ50% of EGFP2-mNup50 (fusion of 2ϫEGFP with mouse Nup50) was retained by the NPCs for at least 20 min after permeabilization (Fig. 4A) . Thus, although EGFP2-mNup50 is rather mobile in live cells (32) and could assist with import as a shuttling cofactor (33), a significant fraction of NUP50 (the wild-type, human, non-GFP-tagged protein) was likely retained for a long period at the NPCs in our permeabilized cells. Therefore, NUP50 alone appears insufficient to promote Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation at the NPC. This result was not predicted from biochemical studies. Although numerous investigators found that NUP50 destabilizes the Imp ␣/cargo interaction (16, 22, 23, 25, 26) , this destabilization seems to be insufficient to cause Imp ␣/cargo complex dissociation in the context of a functioning NPC on the time scale of transport.
The partial loss of NUP50 upon cell permeabilization could explain the incomplete dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes that entered the nucleoplasm in the presence of CAS and RanGTP in our experiments (Fig. 2) . Based on the fluorescence from EGFP2-mNup50, NUP50 is located 92 Ϯ 27 nm from the NE on the nucleoplasmic side (Fig. 3D) , consistent with the average dissociation position for the Imp ␣1/cargo complex ( Fig.  3 A and B) . FRET detected between NUP50 and Imp ␣1 was reduced in the presence of CAS and RanGTP (Fig. 4) , consistent with the hypothesis that CAS and RanGTP promote Imp ␣1 dissociation from NUP50. These data also indicate that the dyes on Imp ␣1 did not prevent it from interacting with NUP50.
One possibility supported by our data is that CAS, RanGTP, and Imp ␣/cargo complexes are all simultaneously recruited to NUP50. CAS and RanGTP can be recruited by binding to the FG-repeat domains and Ran-binding domain on NUP50, respectively (34, 35) . The FG-repeat domains can potentially serve as an assembly point for CAS/RanGTP complexes. A NUP50/ Imp ␣/cargo complex can be isolated (22, 36) , indicating that cargo release is not necessarily immediately induced by the binding of Imp ␣/cargo complexes to NUP50. Our data support the hypothesis that Imp ␣/cargo complexes do not dissociate upon binding to NUP50 in the absence of CAS and RanGTP. Although the CAS/RanGTP complex has a weaker affinity for Imp ␣/cargo complexes than cargo-free Imp ␣ by Ϸ10-fold, the affinity for Imp ␣/cargo complexes is still quite high in metazoans (Ϸ10 nM) (15) . Thus, as discussed by other investigators, a reasonable scenario is that NUP50 binds both Imp ␣/cargo and CAS/RanGTP complexes and, by tethering the two complexes together, facilitates dissociation of the cargo from Imp ␣, ultimately leading to formation of the Imp ␣/CAS/RanGTP export complex. In other words, NUP50 concentrates various factors in a particular region of the FG-network to coordinate and promote assembly and disassembly reactions through increases in local concentrations (9, 16, (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) 37) . These various steps may not occur as distinct separable steps, but they may occur in a highly concerted fashion (9). 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the power of the narrow-field epifluorescence approach by using single-molecule FRET to examine the dissociation of nuclear transport complexes deep within permeabilized cells on the millisecond time scale. We showed that dissociation of Imp ␣1/cargo complexes occurs at the NPC and that it requires CAS and RanGTP. Further, because most of the cargo and Imp ␣1 molecules that were observed to enter the nucleoplasm were dissociated at the NPC, this dissociation mechanism dominates. These data strongly argue against a spontaneous dissociation model (16) (17) (18) and a model in which NUP50 alone catalyzes the release of cargo from Imp ␣1 (22, 23) . The dissociation events are biased to occur on the nucleoplasmic side of the NPC, minimizing energy waste because RanGTP is preferentially used only for separating Imp ␣1 and cargo molecules that have a high probability of entering the nucleus. Imp ␣1/cargo complexes that return to the cytoplasm do not waste a RanGTP molecule in a futile cycle.
The combination of our new data and the NUP50-based model discussed in the last section predicts that Imp ␣1 enters the nucleoplasm as part of an Imp ␣1/CAS/RanGTP complex. This is somewhat surprising because such an Imp ␣1/CAS/ RanGTP complex is expected to be a correctly assembled export complex. An alternative is that CAS and RanGTP indirectly mediate Imp ␣1/cargo complex dissociation and release from the NPC. Previous investigators found that Imp ␣1 can cycle through NPCs independent of Imp ␤1 and NLS-cargo (38) , suggesting a pathway for cytoplasmic escape of Imp ␣1 independent of CAS and RanGTP. In either case, it is not understood how the cargo exits from the cytoplasmic side after release from Imp ␣ near the nuclear basket region. Further experiments will be required to examine these issues.
Materials and Methods
Plasmids and Proteins. NLS-2ϫGFP(4C), Imp ␤1, Imp ␣1, Ran, and NTF2 were expressed and purified as in our studies in refs. 21, 28, and 29. CAS was purified as described in refs. 39 and 40, using an expression plasmid obtained from Y.-M. Chook (University of Texas Southwestern, Dallas, TX). The solvent accessible cysteines on NLS-2ϫGFP(4C), Imp ␣1, and CAS were reacted with a 20-fold molar excess of maleimide dye (Invitrogen) for 2 h. Labeling ratios of Ϸ3.5, Ϸ4, and Ϸ3.4 dye molecules per protein molecule, respectively, were obtained from single-molecule photobleaching histograms (29) . No additional labeling was observed with up to a 160-fold molar excess of dye. The CAS concentration was determined by Coomassie staining an SDS/PAGE gel, using BSA as a standard. Other protein concentrations were determined by the BCA method (Pierce), using BSA as a standard.
EGFP2-mNup50
Cell Line. The EGFP2-mNup50 expression plasmid was obtained from J. Ellenberg (European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany) (32) and used without modification. HeLa cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer (Invitrogen). A stable cell line was generated from a single cell after Geneticin (Invitrogen) selection.
Instrumentation. The methodology to monitor the interaction of single molecules with NPCs in permeabilized HeLa cells was established (21, 28, 29) . In brief, single-molecule narrow-field epifluorescence measurements (400 m excitation pinhole) were performed in transport buffer [20 mM Hepes (pH 7.3), 1.5% polyvinylpyrrolidone (360 kDa) 110 mM KOAc, 5 mM NaOAc, 2 mM MgOAc, and 1 mM EDTA], including 25% glycerol unless otherwise indicated by using a Cascade 128ϩ camera (Roper Scientific) and 2.5 W ArKr mixed-gas ion laser (Spectra Physics). The 400-m pinhole (placed in the excitation path within a conjugate plane of the specimen plane) improves the signal-to-ratio (S/N) of the epifluorescence approach.
For FRET measurements, the donor and acceptor fluorescence was collected by the same objective lens, passed through a long-pass filter (HQ595LP, Chroma), and split by a dichroic beam splitter (630DCXR; Chroma). The donor and acceptor emission channels were defined by 630 Ϯ 30 nm (HQ630; Chroma) and 692 Ϯ 20 nm (FF01-692; Semrock) band-pass filters, respectively. All filters were mounted in a Dual-View imager (Photometrics). The Metamorph (Universal Imaging) software package was used for data acquisition and processing. All frame integration times were 2 ms. Illumination intensities at the sample plane were Ϸ1 kW/cm 2 (568 nm and 647 nm). Only the brightest molecules (e.g., those with three or four dye molecules) were analyzed. Photobleaching time is reported as the photobleaching of the first of three (or second of four) dye molecules (Ϸ140 ms). This is a significantly more conservative measure of visualization time than the time required for all dye molecules to photobleach (Ͼ 500 ms).
Particle Tracking. The NE position was localized by bright-field imaging (28) . The alignment precision between images was determined with 1 m Tetraspeck microspheres (Invitrogen), and was 4 Ϯ 1 nm (n ϭ 12) between the donor and acceptor fluorescence images, and 15 Ϯ 3 nm (n ϭ 12) between the donor fluorescence and bright-field images. Single molecule trajectories were aligned with the NE and overlaid as described in ref. 21 . For FRET, both the donor and acceptor fluorescence signals were derived from donor excitation (568 nm), resulting in a lower S/N ratio for both donor and acceptor emission intensities than for that observed when only the donor emission was present. During FRET, the localization precision was 46 Ϯ 8 nm and 42 Ϯ 7 nm for Alexa Fluor 568 -Imp ␣1 and Alexa Fluor 647-NLS-2ϫGFP(4C), respectively, as determined by using coverslip-adsorbed Imp ␣1/cargo complexes. The average localization difference between donor and acceptor trajectories (e.g., Fig. 1B ) was Ϸ12 nm. For immobilized Alexa Fluor 568 -Imp ␣1, the tracking precision was 34 Ϯ 3 nm. In singlemolecule transport experiments, the molecule with the donor dyes was present at Ϸ0.1 nM; the molecule with the acceptor dyes was present at 250 nM. All errors are reported as standard deviations with 68% confidence intervals.
